"Just a Little Packing Problem #1",
made by Mr. Puzzle Australia, purchased 2006;
basic idea by Stewart Coffin circa 1975.
(8 pieces, Tasmanian Oak, 2 inches square assembled)

Like the Stewart Coffin Patio Block puzzle, but with a slightly different set of pieces. The three photos below show basic solution steps:
Solution Sheet That Was Sold With Patio Block MPA

The solution you've been waiting for to.....

JUST A LITTLE PACKING PROBLEM #1

Researched by Stewart T. Coffin, one of the most prolific puzzle inventors ever, for his book "The Puzzling World of Polyhedral Dissections" - this is just one of the variations of the "Patio Block" puzzle using a series of 1x2x2 dimensioned blocks joined in groups of 2 to form a 4x4x4 cube.

The blocks are numbered in the order of placement to complete the cube.
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